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ABSTRACT

To get to work, employees need to commute. Across the globe, the average commute is 38 minutes each way per day. It is well known that longer commutes have negative effects on employees’ well-being and job-related outcomes. Yet, commuting may not similarly affect all employees, since some of them may naturally engage in behaviors to offset the negative effects of longer commutes. Drawing on psychological research on self-control, we theorize how engaging in future-oriented thinking about the tasks to complete during the workday (i.e., goal-directed prospection) while commuting to work influences work outcomes. Across two field studies and one field experiment, we find that individuals higher in trait self-control are less likely to report negative effects of longer commutes. While commuting, individuals with higher trait self-control engage in goal-directed prospection, partially offsetting the strain of commuting. In a field experiment, individuals asked to engage in goal-directed prospecting during commuting reported higher levels of job satisfaction and lower levels of emotional exhaustion. Although commuting is typically seen as the least desirable part of an employee’s day, our theory and results point to the benefits of viewing it as a useful time period to engage in goal-directed prospection.

Keywords: Commuting, Prospection, Job Satisfaction, Emotional Exhaustion, Self-Control
Commuting is part of everyday life. Because home and office are often in separate locations, most employees face commutes every workday. Considering the average global commute is about 38 minutes in length each way (Rampell, 2011), an average commuter can expect to spend almost 300 hours traveling between work and home over the course of an entire year, more than 10% of total working time (OECD, 2014). Although commute time is related to work – without work, there is no need to commute – commuting is typically unpaid, and rarely included when calculating work time (BBC, 2015). And commutes are getting longer: for example, a recent study finds that the distance between employees and their workplaces in America has been steadily growing from 2000 to 2012 (Kneebone & Holmes, 2015).

Despite being so common, people generally do not enjoy commuting. Employees’ assessments of their most and least favorite activities vary greatly, and yet commuting is the most commonly mentioned least desirable time period of the day. In a survey conducted by Kahneman and Krueger (2006), for instance, respondents identified the morning journey between work and home as their least enjoyable activity, closely followed by the evening commute as third worst. Commuting is not only simply disliked, but it has been shown to lead to negative consequences for people. Lengthy commutes are associated with lower levels of subjective well-being (Stutzer & Frey, 2008), higher separation rates amongst couples (Sandow, 2014) and greater levels of stress (Gottholmseder, Nowotny, Pruckner, & Theurl, 2009; Novaco, Stokols, & Milanesi, 1990). Longer commutes thus lead to outcomes that may influence people’s attitudes and behaviors on the job – as lower well-being and greater stress have been found to reliably predict job satisfaction (Gaines & Jermier, 1983) and emotional exhaustion (Fox, Dwyer, & Ganster, 1993; Packard & Motowidlo, 1987). In addition, longer commutes directly affect work-related outcomes, as commuting longer distances to work in the morning is
positively correlated with lateness (Leigh & Lust, 1988) and absenteeism (Van Ommeren & Gutierrez-i-Puigarnau, 2011).

Despite the evidence regarding the harm that lengthy commutes pose on one’s subjective well-being and work-related outcomes, little work has examined whether this relationship holds equally for all employees. This omission seems important as it may help scholars identify ways employees can approach commuting differently in order to offset its negative consequences. For example, some employees not only do not experience commuting as a negative time, but instead view commuting as a useful time period to think about work (Kluger, 1998) – a welcome opportunity rather than a chore or waste of time. Although Kluger (1998)’s work suggests that people may experience the effect of lengthy commutes differently, we know very little about which individual-level factors theoretically identify these classes of individuals. Beyond identifying who is less likely to suffer lower well-being from longer commutes, it is also unclear what those individuals do to offset longer commutes.

We propose that employees differ in what they think about while commuting as they are relatively free in choosing the thoughts they engage in during the time period spent commuting. What employees think about during their commute is likely to play an important role in determining work-related outcomes. To shed insight into the relationship between commuting and work-related outcomes, we draw on psychological research on self-control and conceptualize daily commuting as a self-control trade-off. In the domain of self-control, short-term temptations are pitted against the achievement of long-term goals (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, & Tice, 1998; Metcalfe & Mischel, 1999). When commuting, employees have two choices, guided by their lay assumptions: if employees view commuting as a chore to endure, they are likely to strive toward engaging in an inherently pleasurable activity, such as reading a book, listening to
music, or day-dreaming – thus giving in to short-term temptations to counter adverse feelings. If, in contrast, they view commuting as an opportunity to plan, they may use their free time to engage in future-oriented thoughts (e.g., how to organize and structure their work-day ahead) – thus expending effort that likely proves beneficial later. Commuting therefore presents employees with a trade-off that is reminiscent of typical self-control dilemma. Notably, some individuals display a higher propensity to consistently choose long-term beneficial options in the face of short-term temptations; these individuals are high in trait self-control (Hofmann, Luhmann, Fisher, Vohs, & Baumeister, 2014). Thus we propose that employees with higher levels of trait self-control are more likely to engage in goal-directed prospection during their commute, which is likely to offset the negative effects of lengthy morning commutes on job satisfaction and emotional exhaustion.

Our contributions are three-fold: First, we challenge the widespread assumption that lengthy commutes are bad for job-related outcomes for all employees. Instead, we conceptualize commuting time as a self-control trade-off, and find an individual difference in trait self-control as a critical moderator between the length of commute and job-related outcomes. Second, we advance the literature on boundary work (Ashforth, Kreiner, & Fugate, 2000). Being a time period where employees are neither at home, nor at work, commuting serves as a transitional period between home- and work-related roles. Our work refines the theory on boundary work by identifying how a specific type of future-oriented thinking – goal-directed prospection – as a rite of role transition offsets some of the negative effects of daily commutes. Third, we extend the literature on work recovery by arguing that engaging in goal-directed prospection prior to work can increase job satisfaction and decrease emotional exhaustion, while the past literature has primarily focused on how individuals recover after or during their work day (Sonnentag, 2012;
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Trougakos & Hideg, 2009). By focusing on the commute to work, rather than on the commute back from work, we shed light on how employees can turn the daily hassle of commuting into a meaningful activity that serves as a good start of the workday.

THEORY DEVELOPMENT

Commuting as a Rite of Crossing Role Boundaries

Besides being a means of transportation from home to work and back, commutes are also a unique time period when employees are neither at work, nor at home. Commuting, by nature of standing in the middle between work and home, is therefore a time period that differs from other time periods, and can be viewed as a suitable time period to engage in activities and thoughts employees do not usually have the opportunity to engage in. As one cardiologist, quoted in Yalof (1988: 84), details: “[…] That’s one of the therapeutic things about having a long drive home. If I needed only five minutes to get home, I might spend a good deal more time thinking about things […].” Lengthy commutes could give individuals an opportunity to relax and think, and thus reduce stress.

One can understand the interface between work and home as two domains demarcated by a boundary (Nippert-Eng, 1996). When this boundary is weakened, work seeps into home, and vice versa – sometimes with negative consequences. Although this spillover can be positive at times, researchers have primarily been concerned with negative spillover that occurs when the demands of work and home compete for employees’ time, energy, and attention (Small & Riley, 1990). Trying to balance competing roles between work and home can lead to negative well-being (Mennino, Rubin, & Brayfield, 2005; Schieman, McBrier, & Gundy, 2003). Far from being passive recipients of such conflicts, however, employees can engage in boundary work that
seeks to strengthen the demarcation between work and home, ultimately leading to positive outcomes (Bulger, Matthews, & Hoffman, 2007).

One possible use of commuting is a suitable time period for boundary work to occur. As theorized by Ashforth et al. (2000), when employees commute to work, they tend to have a high degree of role segmentation between the domains of work and home. Even though a majority of employees tend to view commuting mainly as a source of frustration (Kahneman & Krueger, 2006), commuting can also serve as a rite of passage, which facilitates movement of employees from one role to another (Ashforth et al., 2000; Richter, 1990; van Gennep, 1960). According to Van Gennep (1960), rites of passage can include three types: separation (facilitating role exit), transition (facilitating psychological and physical movement), and incorporation (facilitating role entry). Morning commutes, in particular, can serve as a distinct opportunity to provide a buffer between role identities as it serves to separate employees physically and psychologically from home and allows them to transition between distinctive role identities (Hall, 1990); facilitating role exit (leaving home), transition (transport to/from work) and role entry (arriving at work).

**Conceptualizing Morning Commute Activities as a Self-Control Trade-off**

When commuting to work, employees have two choices. They can either extend their non-work time by engaging in activities that are not work-related, such as listening to music or reading. Such activities are likely to help with separation and transition, and to create a mental buffer between role identities. Or, employees can enter work time by planning or reflecting on activities that relate to the accomplishment of work-related goals, thus facilitating incorporation. This suggests that activities that people engage in during the morning commutes create a trade-off between short-term and long-term. That is, individuals are faced with a choice between
engaging in instantly-gratifying non-work activities (such as relaxation) and engaging in effortful work-related activities that are not instantly gratifying, but bring longer-term benefits (such as prospection). For example, Olsson et al. (2013) suggest that some employees may engage in social or entertainment activities to increase positive affect during longer commutes, thus choosing instantly-gratifying activities over reaping longer-term benefits.

Conceptualizing one’s choice of activities during morning commutes as a self-control trade-off raises a possibility that individuals may differ in their tendency to choose one option over the other. A wealth of previous psychological research has highlighted that some individuals are consistently better at choosing the long-term over the short-term option, dubbed in being high in trait self-control (Schmeichel & Zell, 2007). Some people have better self-control abilities. Individuals high in trait self-control – an aspect of personality thought to reflect one’s ability to override temptations (Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004) – are more likely to engage in behaviors beneficial in the long run. Higher levels of self-control are predictive of a variety of positive outcomes which require delay of gratification (Mischel, Shoda, & Rodriguez, 1989), including better academic achievement (Duckworth & Seligman, 2005), personal finance (Moffitt et al., 2011) and health (Crescioni et al., 2011). These effects can be long lasting. For instance, the ability to delay gratification at age 4 or 5 has been shown to be related to academic success 10 years later (Mischel et al., 1989).

Here we suggest that individuals with higher levels of trait self-control should be more adept at choosing long-term beneficial options that offset the negative effects of commuting. Higher levels of trait self-control equip individuals with the necessary psychological resources (de Ridder, Lensvelt-Mulders, Finkenauer, Stok, & Baumeister, 2012) to use commuting time effectively for work-related tasks. This saves them time and thus reduces the time pressure and
stress that employees experience in the office. Employees higher in trait self-control who prepare for work and thus are able to reduce the aversive impact of longer commutes should be more satisfied with their jobs (Gottholmseder et al., 2009), and be less frustrated by their commutes and so less emotionally exhausted (Cropanzano, Rupp, & Byrne, 2003). For those with high trait self-control, we expect that job satisfaction and emotion exhaustion will not be as negatively affected by commuting time as for those with low levels of trait self-control. Thus we suggest:

Hypothesis 1: The relationship between commuting time and (a) job satisfaction and (b) emotional exhaustion is less pronounced for individuals who have high trait self-control, than for those who have low trait self-control.

Lower levels of job satisfaction make it more likely that employees want to leave the organization (Cropanzano et al., 2003; Mobley, 1977; Tett & Meyer, 1993; Wright & Cropanzano, 1998). Employees lower in trait self-control who will be more likely to be negatively affected by longer commutes should therefore be more likely to leave the organization that requires them to commute longer.

Hypothesis 2: The interaction between trait self-control and commuting time indirectly predicts employee turnover, through job satisfaction.

The Benefits of Goal-Directed Prospection While Commuting

A rite of transition can involve activities that prepare individuals to enter into their work roles (Ashforth et al., 2000). Employees can choose to create a mental buffer between conflicting role identities during their morning commute by engaging in future-oriented thoughts (i.e., goal-directed prospection). That is, employees could think about their upcoming day at work, their schedules, possible difficulties they are facing, and can plan ahead to best manage these different aspects of their work. This can have positive long-term effects: transitioning into work while
Commuting can help employees better deal with role conflicts, plan work more effectively, and reduce the time pressure at work. Thus, we suggest that it is specifically goal-directed prospection during commutes that increases job satisfaction and decreases emotional exhaustion at work.

Goal-directed prospections may be especially beneficial as they contain positive expectations on the basis of past successes, and thus signal that current exertions of effort are investments into the future that will pay off (Oettingen & Mayer, 2002). This type of optimistic thinking – in contrast to engaging in positive illusions – can foster motivation for the achievement of future long-term goals. But goal-directed prospections do not need to necessarily involve positive thinking about the future in order for them to be effective on one’s motivation and performance on the tasks that are thought about. Simply thinking about one’s goals for the day (or the longer term) and how to achieve them is enough in producing benefits, including leading one to optimize one’s time for those goals (Locke & Latham, 2002). In fact, beyond higher motivation to succeed, engaging in goal-directed prospection can also serve to directly affect the likelihood individuals will succeed in achieving their goals. This is because prospection serves as a cue for implementation intention, a detailed plan of how the goal will be achieved (Gollwitzer, 1999). This type of planning may include planning an adequate amount of time and even incorporating planned breaks to make goal achievement more likely (Gollwitzer, Gawrilow, & Oettingen, 2010). The mere act of planning for goal achievement also reduces the need for the exertion of further cognitive resources on unfulfilled goals (Masicampo & Baumeister, 2011). Consistent with this possibility, Benoit and colleagues (2011) find that prospection motivates individuals to make long-run beneficially decisions in the present as it shifts emphasis from the short-term, myopic, toward the long-term (Liu, Feng, Chen, & Li,
Thus, we predict that goal-directed prospection helps optimize employees’ goal-related activities, thereby enhancing job outcomes.

_Hypothesis 3. Goal-directed prospection is (a) positively related to job satisfaction, and (b) negatively related to emotional exhaustion._

**Self-Control Facilitates Goal-Directed Prospection**

Individuals higher in trait self-control are more likely to engage in planning ahead of time (Gollwitzer et al., 2010). Higher levels of trait self-control are achieved in part through a variety of approaches that often resemble behavioral strategies that influence how the temptation and the long-term goal are being perceived. For example, these include reinterpreting the meaning of the stimuli (Mischel, Ebbesen, & Zeiss, 1972), changing the psychological distance to the temptation (Fujita & Han, 2009), or deploying behavioral strategies in advance of potential conflicts to avoid temptations altogether (Magen & Gross, 2010). In addition, although self-control can only be exercised once a conflict between a short-term temptation and long-term beneficial goal is identified (Myrseth & Fishbach, 2009), people higher in trait self-control are also more adept at perceiving a potential self-control conflict (Gillebaart & De Ridder, 2015), and might therefore avoid the conflict in the first place and thus be more likely to achieve long-term goals. Engaging in prospection reduces the rate of delay discounting – a task commonly associated with the need to exercise self-control (Liu et al., 2013). Taken together, these findings suggest that employees high in trait self-control, compared to those low in self-control, may be more likely to use commuting time not for short-term, immediately gratifying activities, but rather for goal-directed prospection, a long-term beneficial activity. Additionally, one’s likelihood of engaging in goal-directed prospection can function as a mechanism by which individuals buffer the negative job-related consequences of lengthy commute.
Hypothesis 4: Individuals who have high levels of trait self-control are more likely to engage in goal-directed prospection, as compared to those who have low levels of trait self-control.

Hypothesis 5: Goal-directed prospection during one’s commute partially mediates the relationship between trait self-control and job outcomes.

Overview of the Present Research

Our theoretical framework is summarized in Figure 1. We test the hypotheses in three studies. The first study consists of a multisource field study in the UK offices of a large global media company. Here we investigated whether lengthy commutes have a negative relationship with job-related outcomes, and whether these outcomes are more or less pronounced for individuals with varying levels of trait self-control (thus testing Hypothesis 1a and 2). In the second study, we conducted an online survey to investigate the content of employees’ thoughts during commutes using a recall task. This study allows us to examine whether employees who have high trait self-control are more likely to engage in goal-directed prospection during their commutes, as compared to those who have low trait self-control. We also show that engaging in goal-directed prospection mediates the relationship between commuting time and negative job-related outcomes (thus providing support for Hypotheses 1a, 1b, 3a, 3b, 4 and 5). In the third study, we directly manipulate the proposed mechanism (i.e., goal-directed prospection) by prompting employees to engage in goal-directed prospection while commuting. This study presents evidence for the causal relationship between goal-directed prospection and job-related outcomes (in support of Hypotheses 3a, 3b, and 5).

-----------------------------

Insert Figure 1 about here
STUDY 1

The aim of this study was to provide evidence for the differential effects of commute time on job-related outcomes on the basis of varying levels of trait self-control. In particular, the study was designed to test whether individuals with higher trait self-control were less likely to be affected by longer commutes (Hypothesis 1a and 2), both on a subjective indicator (job satisfaction) as well as an objective measure (turnover).

Method

Sample and Procedures. We conducted a field study at the UK offices of a global media company. The company’s CEO sent email invitations to all employees (i.e., 559 of them) to participate in the first survey, with questions regarding trait self-control. Thirty days later, the CEO invited the employees to complete the second survey, which included questions about the employees’ levels of job satisfaction. In addition, the human resources department of the company provided us with information about demographics 12 months prior to the start of the study, and turnover approximately 6 months after the second survey. No incentives for survey completion were provided and the participation in the surveys was voluntary. However, employees were informed the firm would donate £1 for each completed survey to the Somerset Flood Relief Fund (a fund managed by an independent foundation to support recovery efforts from a flood in the greater London area).

A total of 225 employees of the 559 invited employees completed both surveys and had human resources data that could be matched ($M_{age}=32.72$, $SD_{age}=6.87$; 57% male). Respondents had worked, on average, for 2.85 years ($SD=3.37$) in the firm. We compared the demographic information provided by respondents and non-respondents, and found no significant differences
in age (NR-M=31.97, SD=9.00, \(t(557)=-1.24, \text{ns.}\)), firm tenure (NR-M=3.04, SD=3.73, \(t(557)=0.54, \text{ns.}\)), or gender (NR: N=335, 35.2% female, \(X^2(1)=3.50, \text{ns.}\)). Of 559 invited participants, 332 responded to the first survey (59.4%), and 333 responded to the second survey (59.6%); respondents did not significantly differ in age, tenure, or gender from non-respondents.

**Measures**

*Commuting Time.* Employees reported actual time taken to commute to and from work on a daily basis. Commuting time ranged from 7 to 135 minutes, with an average of 50.56 minutes (SD=31.8).

*Trait Self-Control.* In the first survey, we measured employees’ dispositional self-control using a 10-item scale (Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004). Example items include: “I am good at resisting temptation,” “People would say that I have very strong self-discipline,” and “I do things that feel good in the moment but regret later on.” Participants indicated the extent to which these statements describe them (1=“Very much like me” to 5 =“Not at all like me,” \(\alpha=0.77\)).

*Job Satisfaction.* In the second survey, we measured employees’ job satisfaction using a 3-item scale (Morris & Venkatesh, 2010 1=“Strongly Disagree” to 7=“Strongly Agree;” \(\alpha=0.81\)): “Overall, I am satisfied with my job,” “I would prefer another, more ideal job,” and “I am satisfied with the important aspects of my job.”

*Actual Turnover.* Forty-one respondents (19.2%) left the company during the time after the second survey, a rate that is relatively common for companies in this sector.

*Control Variables.* We controlled for age, gender and organizational tenure in the analyses based on Griffith, Hom, and Gaertner (2000)’s study showing that both age and tenure were negatively related to turnover, whereas gender only had a weak relationship with turnover –
with women quitting fewer times than men.

Results

Table 1 reports means and standard deviations for the key variables in this study, as well as their zero-order correlations. We first tested Hypothesis 1a regarding the role of trait self-control in moderating the relationship between commuting time and job satisfaction. For the regression analysis, we entered job satisfaction as the outcome variable, commuting time as the independent variable, trait self-control as the moderator, and age, gender, and organizational tenure as control variables. As Table 2 shows, we found a significant interaction between commuting time and trait self-control ($p = 0.019$). The relationship between commuting time and job satisfaction was only significant for employees with low trait self-control (-1SD), $B=-0.296$, $SE=0.135$, $p=0.03$, but not for employees with higher levels of trait self-control (+1SD), $B=0.143$, $SE=0.117$, $p=0.223$, as depicted in Figure 2.

Next, we tested Hypothesis 2 that suggested the positive relationship between commuting time and employee turnover outcomes through decreased job satisfaction is more pronounced for those who have low trait self-control. Using the PROCESS model 8 (Hayes, 2013), we entered commuting time as an independent variable, actual turnover in 6 months as a dependent measure, trait self-control as a moderator, job satisfaction as a mediator, and age, gender, and tenure as covariates. This model shows that when job satisfaction was entered in the logistic regression model, only job satisfaction was a significant predictor of turnover, $B=-0.068$, $SE=0.021$, $p=0.001$, while the interaction between commuting time and trait self-control is no longer a
significant predictor of turnover (from $B=0.22$, $SE=0.092$, $p=0.017$ to $B=0.004$, $SE=0.03$, $p=0.889$). A bootstrap analysis with 1,000 bias-corrected samples confirmed that a 95% confidence interval did not include zero for the conditional indirect effect of job satisfaction for individuals who have low trait self-control ($\text{estimate}=-0.02$, $\text{boot SE}=0.011$, 95% CI=[0.004, 0.049]). However, for those who have high trait self-control, the confidence interval included zero ($\text{estimate}=-0.01$, $\text{boot SE}=0.009$, 95% CI=[–0.035, 0.002]). Finally, we repeated the same analyses without control variables, and this did not change the direction and significance of the results.

**Discussion**

Our results suggest that the relationship between commuting time and job satisfaction is more pronounced for individuals with low self-control, as compared to those with high self-control. We also found that the relationship between commuting time and actual turnover is more pronounced for individuals with low self-control, as compared to those with high self-control. Further, job satisfaction explained the relationship between the interaction term (commuting time x trait self-control) and actual turnover outcomes six months after the survey was administered. This finding suggests that the negative consequences of lengthy commutes reduce job satisfaction, and as a result, this leads to higher likelihood of exit, but only for employees who have low trait self-control.

This study provided empirical support for our first hypothesis in a field setting with an objective dependent measures that are organizationally relevant (job satisfaction and actual turnover). We designed the next study to understand whether individuals with high (vs. low) self-control engage in different thoughts during their commute.
STUDY 2

In Study 2, our main goal was to identify why employees with higher trait self-control are less affected by longer commutes. Specifically, we investigated the content of thoughts employees have during their commutes. We predicted that individuals with higher trait self-control would be more likely to engage in goal-directed prospection (Hypothesis 4), in turn mediating the relationship between trait self-control and work-related outcomes (Hypothesis 1a, 1b, 3a, 3b, and 5).

Method

Sample and Procedures. We recruited individuals through Amazon Mechanical Turk, an online labor market (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011). In the job posting for completing the study, we explicitly specified that this study was only available to individuals who work full-time and commute to work. At the beginning of the survey, we then asked individuals whether they worked full-time and whether they commuted. Only individuals who replied “yes” to both questions were invited to participate in the main study. A total of 229 (71.3% of the total 321 initial respondents) participants fit this category, which formed the sample for our survey ($M_{age}=36.41$, $SD_{age}=10.60$; 58% male). Individuals were paid $1 for their participation. We first measured trait-level self-control with a standard measure, then whether subjects engaged in goal-directed prospection with an open-ended question, and finally relevant job-related outcomes such as job satisfaction and emotional exhaustion with standard measures.

Measures

Commuting Time. Participants reported actual time taken to commute to and from work on a daily basis. Commuting time ranged from 3 to 120 minutes, with an average of 38.09 minutes ($SD= 25.58$).
**Trait Self-Control.** We measured employees’ dispositional self-control using the same 10-item scale from Study 1 (Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004). Participants indicated the extent to which each item describe them on a 5-point scale (1=“Very much like me” to 5 =“Not at all like me,” α=0.88).

**Goal-directed Prospection during Commute.** We asked respondents to “list all of the things you typically think about while commuting” in an open text box. Two independent coders then analyzed each response, coding for goal-directed prospection during commute (0=no, 1=yes; IRR = .71). In a total of 45 cases (out of 229), the coders ratings did not coincide. In order to resolve these conflicts, we asked a third coder to evaluate these 45 cases to resolve the conflict. Examples of goal-directed prospection are as follows:

“I think about what I will do when I get into the office. I try to plan out what things I will accomplish for the day. I think about what I will do for lunch and what I will ultimately do when I get out of work for the day.”

“If I'm on my way to work I'm usually planning my day in my head. If I have a meeting I will be holding I will be either thinking about it or practicing what I will say. If I'm on my way home I'm usually thinking about what I've accomplished for that day and planning things for the next day.”

“I think about what I have to do for work that day and also think about whether I had completed all of my tasks related to the day before. I think about how I'm going to try to be organized at work and get activities done in a timely manner.”

**Job Satisfaction.** We measured the extent to which participants were satisfied with their jobs using the same 3-item scale as in Study 1 (Morris & Venkatesh, 2010; α=.81).

**Emotional Exhaustion.** Since the employee turnover data were not available in this study, we measured employees’ levels of emotional exhaustion using four items by Wilk and
Moynihan (2005), based on Maslach and Jackson’s (1981) *Maslach Burnout Inventory*. Respondents answered the items on a four-point Likert-scale, ranging from 1 = *never* to 4 = *always*. The items are “I feel burned out from my work,” “I feel fatigued when I get up in the morning and have to face another day on the job,” “I feel frustrated by my job,” and “I feel like I’m at the end of my rope. (α=.84)”

**Results**

Table 3 reports means and standard deviations for the key variables in this study, as well as their zero-order correlations. As Table 3 shows, in line with previous work, longer commutes were related to lower job satisfaction ($r = –.24, p < 0.01$) and higher emotional exhaustion ($r = .23, p < 0.01$). It should also be noted that there was a main effect of trait self-control on job-related outcomes, whereas in Study 1, the effect of trait self-control on job satisfaction and turnover outcomes was conditional on commuting time. We suspect that this is potentially due to the fact that questions relating to self-control and commuting were asked first, which may have encouraged the employees to think about their job-related attitudes in terms of their ability to resist temptation during the commute and work hours.

We replicated the results of Study 1 using Hayes’ (2015) PROCESS Model 1, whereby the interaction between commuting time and trait self-control was significant for both job satisfaction ($F_{1,223} = 4.28, p < 0.05$) and emotional exhaustion ($F_{1,223} = 13.03, p < 0.01$), thus providing support for Hypothesis 1a and 1b. As in Study 1, the negative relationship between commuting time and job satisfaction was more pronounced for individuals with low than high trait self-control.

-------------------------------

Insert Table 3 about here
Individuals who engaged in goal-directed prospection had higher levels of job satisfaction ($r=.15$, $p<.01$) and lower levels of emotional exhaustion ($r=-.18$, $p<.01$), thus providing support for Hypotheses 3a and 3b. We then tested our hypothesis that individuals who are high on trait self-control are more likely to engage in goal-directed prospection during their commute (i.e., Hypothesis 4). Supporting Hypothesis 4, trait self-control was positively correlated with one’s likelihood of engaging in prospection, Odds Ratio=1.74, $SE=0.38$, $p=0.012$.

Lastly, we tested Hypothesis 5 and examined whether individuals’ likelihood of engaging in goal-directed prospection during commuting partially mediates the relationship between trait self-control and work-related outcomes, in this case job satisfaction and emotional exhaustion. We estimated the indirect effects with the coefficients from the full model, and then used bootstrapping to construct confidence intervals based on 1,000 random samples (James et al. 2006; Stine, 1989). The indirect effect did not include zero for both job satisfaction ($estimate=-0.026$, $boot SE=0.016$, 95% CI=[0.001, 0.09]), as well as emotional exhaustion ($estimate=-0.03$, $boot SE=0.016$, 95% CI=[-0.086, -0.027]) – see Table 4.

As reported, we found that engaging in goal-directed prospection partially mediated the relationship between having high self-control and being satisfied at work, as well as being less emotionally exhausted at work.

**Discussion**
Using an open-ended question to predict a set of thoughts that people engage in, we identified goal-directed prospection during daily commute as a mediating variable that could explain why trait self-control may be relevant to both job satisfaction and emotional exhaustion. These results also indirectly support our Hypothesis 1a, 1b and 4 that trait self-control may buffer negative consequences of lengthy commute, by orienting individuals to engage in goal-directed prospection.

However, we acknowledge that self-control and goal-directed prospection were measured simultaneously, which does not allow us to establish a causal relationship. In Study 3, we set out to directly manipulate the mediating variable (i.e., goal-directed prospection), thus establishing the causal chain underpinning the reported effects (Spencer, Zanna, & Fong, 2005).

**STUDY 3**

In Study 3, we examined whether goal-directed prospection would make longer commutes less negative for employees in comparison to a control group in a field setting to provide external validity. We predicted that individuals in our treatment group who were prompted to engage in goal-directed prospection during commuting would be less likely to be negatively affected by their commutes (Hypotheses 3a, 3b). This study also allowed us to test whether the behavioral strategy individuals high in trait self-control use to offset longer commutes – goal-directed prospection – can be used by all individuals regardless of their levels of trait self-control (Hypothesis 5).

**Method**

*Sample and Procedures.* We recruited participants in collaboration with a UK-based B2B health and well-being platform that provides commuting benefits. Organizations and local government councils pay a recurring subscription fee, which allows their employees to earn
reward points toward different modes of commuting, such as using public transportation, car sharing, or cycling. We sent recruitment emails to ~6500 individuals who opted-in to receive third-party communications. Five-hundred and two individuals responded with an interest in participating in the study, and thus received a link to our first survey. The first survey included questions about commuting time and trait self-control. The survey also asked individuals for their phone number so that we could contact them during our intervention.

One hundred fifty-four individuals responded to the first study and were subsequently allocated to one of two conditions ($M_{age}=39.21, SD_{age}=10.03$; 33.5% female): prospection versus control. Both conditions received weekly text messages on Monday at 8.30 am for 6 weeks. Following the intervention, participants were asked to fill out the second survey. A total of 67 individuals who answered the first survey responded to the second survey, for a final response rate of 42.1%. Individuals were paid £6 for their participation.

Neither demographic variables ($p = .32$ and $p = .60$ for age and gender, respectively), nor values of trait self-control ($p = .98$) differed significantly between participants who responded to just the first survey and those who responded to both surveys ($M_{age}=38.36, SD_{age}=10.09$; 35.7% women).

**Intervention using Text Messages.** All participants who gave us their telephone numbers were randomly assigned to one of two intervention conditions: goal-directed prospection versus control. We created instructions for the goal-directed prospection based on theory behind prospection as well as written sentences we collected from commuters and coded as goal-directed prospection in Study 2. In the goal-directed prospection condition, employees were asked to engage in more goal-directed prospection through a number of prompts: “We are interested in how our employees are spending time during their commute. Many people find it
helpful to make a plan of their work day, or week ahead and reflect on how these plans will help them achieve their long-term personal and career goals. For example, what are the strategies you have for the week to be productive? What are the personal and career goals you care the most about? You can do what you normally do during your commute (i.e., listening to music), but please set aside a few minutes to actively engage in the future reflection.”

In the control condition, participants were given the following instructions: “We are interested in how our employees are spending time during their commute. Please pay close attention to what you do, and what you think about during your typical commute to work each morning. You can do what you normally do during your commute (i.e., listening to music).”

Measures

**Commuting Time.** We measured employee’s actual time taken to commute to and from work on a daily basis in the first survey. Commuting time ranged from 3 to 120 minutes, with an average of 49.33 minutes ($SD=32.51$).

**Trait Self-Control.** We measured employees’ dispositional self-control in the first survey using the same 10-item scale as in our prior studies (Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004; $\alpha=0.83$).

**Job Satisfaction.** As in Study 1 and 2, we measured the extent to which employees are satisfied with their work in the second survey using a 3-item scale (Morris & Venkatesh, 2010; $\alpha=0.82$).

**Emotional Exhaustion.** As in Study 2, we measured employees’ levels of emotional exhaustion in the second survey using four items by Wilk and Moynihan (2005; $\alpha=.79$).

Results
Table 5 reports means and standard deviations for the key variables in this study, as well as their zero-order correlations.

-----------------------------

Insert Table 5 about here

-----------------------------

Hypothesis 3 predicted that goal-directed prospection would be (a) positively related to job satisfaction, and (b) negatively related to emotional exhaustion. To test this hypothesis, we grouped individuals by the type of intervention message they received, and then analyzed our data. First, we used job satisfaction as the outcome variable. As expected in Hypothesis 3a, individuals who were asked to engage in goal-directed prospection during their commutes had higher levels of job satisfaction ($M=4.8$, $SE=1.1$) than those who received the control text message ($M=4.01$, $SE=1.58$), $t(65)=2.364$, $p=0.021$ (see Figure 3). Next, we used emotional exhaustion as the outcome variable. Consistent with Hypothesis 3b, individuals who were asked to engage in goal-directed prospection during their commutes had lower levels of emotional exhaustion ($M=2.81$, $SE=1.07$) than those who received the control text message ($M=3.83$, $SE=1.44$), $t(65)=−3.28$, $p=0.002$.

Importantly, this pattern of results holds even when controlling for levels of trait self-control, thus providing support for Hypothesis 5. In regression analyses with job outcomes as our DVs, our manipulation targeted at goal-directed prospection predicted job satisfaction ($B=-2.36$, $SE=1.027$, $p=.025$), while the effect of trait self-control was not significant ($B=.028$, $SE=.074$, $p=.70$). Similarly, condition significantly predicted emotional exhaustion ($B=3.9$, $SE=1.24$, $p=0.003$), while the effect of trait self-control did not reach traditional levels of significance ($B=-.168$, $SE=.090$, $p=.067$).
Is goal-directed prospection independent of trait self-control, or do individuals with higher (lower) levels of trait self-control benefit more (less) from engaging in goal-directed prospection? Consistent with Hypothesis 5, we find that the treatment effect did not vary at different levels of trait self-control, supporting the view that the treatment effect was not additive. Regardless of participants’ level of trait self-control, participants who received the goal-directed prospection intervention were more likely to be satisfied with their job and less likely to be emotionally exhausted (i.e., the interaction terms between treatment and TSC were not significant for both job satisfaction and emotional exhaustion, \( p=.39 \) and \( p=.90 \) respectively).

Discussion

This intervention field study sheds light into the causality of the relationship between goal-directed prospection and reduced negative effects of commutes. Prompting commuters to engage in goal-direct prospection while they commute every Monday morning for 6 weeks increased their job satisfaction and decreased their emotional exhaustion. A control group who was asked to pay close attention to what they do did not show these beneficial effects, alleviating concerns of a mere treatment effect. By directly manipulating the mediator in a real-world setting, we were thus able to make stronger claims about the direction of our theorized relationship.

Additionally, we find that our intervention holds true across levels of trait self-control. This suggests that engaging in goal-directed prospection is a behavior individuals with higher trait self-control are more likely to engage in, yet that this is a behavior that can be learned and
adopted by employees regardless of their levels of trait self-control. This has important consequences for the design of future interventions to reduce negative outcomes for commuting employees.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

Does commuting always lead to negative work-related outcomes? In two field studies and an online study, we found that employees with higher levels of trait self-control are less likely to experience negative effects of longer commutes. Individuals higher in trait self-control show a weaker relationship between longer commutes and job satisfaction – also impacting their likelihood of turnover. Upon closer examination, we find that individuals with higher trait self-control are more likely to engage in goal-directed prospection during commuting. Their increased propensity to engage in goal-directed prospection during commuting partially explains why they are able to offset negative effects of longer commutes better. The beneficial effects of goal-directed prospection during commuting are however not limited to individuals with higher levels of trait self-control; goal-directed prospection is thus a behavioral strategy individuals can use independent of their levels of trait self-control. Indeed, individuals prompted to engage in goal-directed prospection during commuting show higher job satisfaction and lower emotional exhaustion – even when controlling for trait self-control. Our findings offer meaningful theoretical contributions to the literatures on commuting, boundary work and recovery work.

**Theoretical Contribution**

Our research contributes to the management literature in several ways. Our primary contribution lies in a closer investigation of the relationship between commuting and work-related outcomes. To date, the literature has primarily treated commuting as an annoying aspect of work to be avoided or at least minimized (Stutzer & Frey, 2008). The negative impact of
commuting can prove even worse for employees as they often underestimate its impact and so inaccurately factor in commuting effects in their decision-making process (Stutzer & Frey, 2008). We build upon Kluger’s (1998) observation that some individuals seem to view commuting as an opportunity to think, rather than a chore to endure, and identify the individual-level factor that may modulate how daily commutes influence job-related outcomes: trait self-control. Even though a majority of employees view commuting mainly as a source of frustration (Kahneman & Krueger, 2006), we conceptualize commutes as a self-control trade-off between aspects that are intrinsically gratifying, such as listening to music or reading a book, and options that are perhaps short-term aversive but long-term useful, such as engaging in goal-directed prospection. Because individuals higher in trait self-control are more likely to consistently choose the long-term over the short-term options, we argued – and found – that they are also more likely to engage in goal-directed prospection during their morning commute. Individuals may choose to extend their non-work time by engaging in activities that are non-work related but intrinsically gratifying. But individuals who view their commute as an opportunity to engage in goal-directed prospection may have benefits that extend beyond a single work day, thereby reducing emotional exhaustion and increasing job satisfaction in the long-term.

Our research also identifies how individuals higher in trait self-control manage to offset the negative effects of longer commutes. Taking a moment to reflect on what they would like to achieve in the future and making plans accordingly can carry over to how they engage and execute their work following their commutes. Previous work has highlighted the benefits of positive expectations and optimistic thinking, as they can foster motivation for the achievement for their long-term goal (Oettingen & Mayer, 2002), which can in turn help remind employees that the effort they are investing at work will pay off in the future. Goal-directed prospection can
also serve to increase the likelihood employees will achieve their goals by serving as implementation intentions (Gollwitzer, 1999). Achieving more goals can reduce the amount of unfulfilled goals, which can additionally drain cognitive resources, thus imposing a strain on employees (Masicampo & Baumeister, 2011). By showing that engaging in specific thoughts can offset the negative effects of commuting – independently of trait self-control – we challenge the widespread notion that commuting is always negative, and provide a mechanism of how the negative effect can be reduced or even eliminated.

Our research also advances extant theory of boundary work that conceptualized commuting as a critical work-home transition. When the boundary between the two domains of work and home are weakened, work seeps into home, and home seeps into work. This can have negative consequences, such as when there is conflict between the demands of work and home (Small & Riley, 1990), or when employees are trying to balance competing roles (Mennino et al., 2005; Schieman et al., 2003). To prevent these negative effects from occurring, employees can strengthen their boundaries, thus making the demarcation between work and home clear – with positive outcomes, such as increased job satisfaction and lower burnout (Bulger et al., 2007). Although prior research has theorized the possibility of employees engaging in either segmentation (e.g., separation of work and non-work roles) or integration (overlap between work and non-work time; Nippert-Eng, 1996), it has remained silent on a specific type of boundary work that employees could engage in during their non-work to work transition that could facilitate their role transition and thus influencing job outcomes.

Our research thus suggests that commuting to work is an ideal time period for boundary work to occur because it is a unique time period when employees are neither at work, nor at home both temporally and spatially – it stands in the middle between work and home and can
therefore be thought of as more than an extension of work or non-work leisure time. When employees commute to work, they have a higher degree of role segmentation, and can therefore use commuting as a rite of passage, facilitating movement from one role to the other (Ashforth et al., 2000; Richter, 1990). Morning commutes in particular provide a unique opportunity to provide a buffer between distinctive role identities, as it meets Van Gennep’s (1960) criteria for rites of passage: it facilitates role exit (leaving home), psychological and physical movement (transport from home to work), and role entry (arriving at work). Our findings around goal-directed prospection as boundary work suggests that such integration of work and non-work identities could indeed provide flexibility around how employees plan their day ahead, and enable them to cope with the multiple demands in their lives (Ashforth et al., 2000; Rothbard, Phillips, & Dumas, 2005).

Finally, our work further supports research that views work-related outcomes as being affected by not just what happens at work, but also by what happens outside of work. What happens outside of work is not only the source of negative spillovers, but can also be the source of positive spillovers. A wealth of research, especially in the field of work recovery, has investigated how what employees do during (Trougakos, Hideg, Cheng, & Beal, 2014; Trougakos & Hideg, 2009) or after work can impact employees (Lanaj, Johnson, & Barnes, 2014; Sonnentag, 2001, 2003, 2012). However, our research suggests that the time period before work can help reduce emotional exhaustion, which could spill over to the work day, and thus enabling employees to have higher levels of baseline energy and resources. We thus extend previous research on work recovery by arguing that engaging in goal-directed prospection prior to work can have important consequences for employees, and suggest a possibility that it could be used to effectively plan other work recovery-related activities during and after the work day.
Limitations and Future Directions

Our studies are subject to a number of limitations that suggest directions for future research. In all of the studies, we focused our measures on the usual content of individual’s commutes and we did not examine within-individual variation in commuting activities. We also did not measure daily energy directly, but only assume its impact on emotional exhaustion. Other research in work recovery literatures emphasizes the role of energy levels, especially as it affects employee performance (Dutton, 2003). Because the beneficial effects of recovery activities fade over time (Fritz, Lam, & Spreitzer, 2011), it would be interesting to investigate more closely how goal-directed prospection influences daily energy levels (Demerouti, Bakker, Sonnentag, & Fullagar, 2012; Sonnentag, 2001), and to examine whether energy varies with the extent to which people engage in goal-directed prospection as compared to other activities such as listening to music. Furthermore, Matthews and Barnes-Farrell (2004) differentiate between the situational ability to engage in boundary work (‘flexibility-ability’) and an individual difference that captures the motivation to engage in boundary work (‘flexibility-willingness’). It is unclear whether goal-directed prospection serves to increase the ability to engage in boundary work, or whether it heightens individuals’ motivation to engage in boundary work, which future work could differentiate.

Throughout the studies, we focused the investigation on morning commutes. Although the theoretical conceptualization does not differ substantially for commutes after work, we may not be able to generalize the findings to the evening commute, or other work breaks, for a number of reasons: First, it is unclear whether engaging in goal-directed prospection can facilitate role entry from a work role into a non-work role the same way as it does from a non-work role into a work role. Goal-directed prospection may only serve to strengthen boundary
work unilaterally, but not bilaterally. Evening commutes might benefit from goal-directed prospection for activities in private life, or from reflection of the workday. Second, time spent engaging in goal-directed prospection may not have linear returns. Note that participants in the intervention condition in Study 3 were explicitly asked to continue engaging in other activities during commuting as they usually do, but to set aside a few minutes for goal-directed prospection.

The findings identify an additional specific behavioral ‘signature’ that specifies what individuals with higher trait self-control do in order to consistently be more likely to choose the long-term option. Although individuals are generally good at estimating their levels of trait self-control – self-reported measurements converge with other behavioral measures and predict long-term outcomes (de Ridder et al., 2012) – it is unclear whether individuals with higher levels of trait self-control are aware of their ability to endure longer commutes with less negative consequences. When choosing between jobs, employees must often weigh off the benefits of living further away from work (e.g., lower rent, larger apartments, better school districts). If individuals with higher trait self-control are more adept at perceiving a potential self-control conflict (Gillebaart & De Ridder, 2015), does that mean employees with higher trait self-control also consciously choose longer commutes? Even though in the data, we find no correlation between commuting time and trait self-control, future work should explore this area further.

**Practical Implications and Conclusion**

Our research offers valuable practical insights for both leaders and employees. For leaders, our studies have two key implications. First, our findings alert leaders that their employees might be differently affected by the length of their commutes. When employees have lower levels of trait self-control, they are at higher risk of being less satisfied and more
emotionally exhausted. The popular press is quick to warn employees that long commute have negative consequences, but some employees may stand to gain more from the benefits of living further away from work by offsetting the negative effects of commuting. Leaders need to be aware of how commutes affect their employees, and can help manage especially draining commutes for employees with lower trait self-control, either by supporting their goal-directed prospection during commuting, or suggesting other ways to reduce commuting time, such as increased teleworking.

Second, our work highlights leaders need to take a more holistic conceptualization of their employees. How employees feel about their work, and how well they perform, is not just a function of what employees do at work, but also of what employees do outside of work. This is especially important in the facilitation of the establishment of clear boundaries between work and home. Leaders can help their employees by supporting the development of clear boundaries between work and home, either through ‘hard’ changes – such as switching off email servers after working hours to ensure employees have the opportunity to recover adequately – or through ‘soft’ suggestions, such as encouraging goal-direct prospection during morning commutes.

For employees, our findings highlight that although to some extent commuting time may be outside their control, they are nonetheless in charge of their commute. Commuting is not per se a chore to endure, but can also be viewed as a useful time period. Being able to set aside a few minutes during commuting for prospection can turn a time period that many employees rate as their least desirable into a slightly less aversive time period – or at least a much more beneficial one. Furthermore, our research highlights the need to consider boundaries between work and home. Engaging in goal-directed prospection while commuting – where employees are neither at work, nor at home – is a type of boundary work that can improve work-related outcomes.
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FIGURE 1

Theoretical Framework

Note. Dashed lines are not tested. + indicates an indirect effect.
Study 1: Relationship between Commuting Time and Job Satisfaction as a Function of Self-Control

Note. TSC is short for Trait Self-Control.
FIGURE 3

Study 3: Effects of Goal-directed Prospection on Job Satisfaction and Emotional Exhaustion
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*Note.* In the treatment group, participants received a text message prompting goal-directed prospection. In the control group, participants received a text message asking them to pay attention to what they usually do.
### TABLE 1

Study 1: Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-order Correlations for Key Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commuting Time&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>50.60</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Self-Control</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>.19**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>–.13</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>–.14*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.22**</td>
<td>.43***</td>
<td>–.15*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>–.03</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.14*</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Turnover</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>–.02</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>–.11</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>–.10</td>
<td>–.22**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.  
<sup>a</sup> in minutes;  
<sup>b</sup> gender was coded 1 = male, 0 = female;  
<sup>c</sup> in months;  
***p<0.001, **p<0.01,  
*p<0.05.
### TABLE 2

**Study 1: Moderated Regression Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Variables</th>
<th>Job Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender(^a)</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure(^b)</td>
<td>−.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commuting Time(^c)</td>
<td>−.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Self-Control</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction (Time x Self-Control)</td>
<td>.22*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N                   | 225 |
| F                   | 2.08 |
| R\(^2\)             | .05 |

*Note.* \(^a\) gender was coded 1 = male, 0 = female; \(^b\) in months; \(^c\) in minutes; *p*<0.05.
## TABLE 3

**Study 2: Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-order Correlations for Key Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commuting Time&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>38.04</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Self-Control</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-Directed Prospection</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.19**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>-.24***</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Exhaustion</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.23**</td>
<td>-.26**</td>
<td>-.18**</td>
<td>-.71**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of Birth</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.21**</td>
<td>-.11*</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>-.19**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* <sup>a</sup> in minutes; <sup>b</sup> gender was coded 1 = male, 0 = female; ***<i>p</i>&lt;0.001, **<i>p</i>&lt;0.01, *<i>p</i>&lt;0.05
TABLE 4

Study 2: Mediation Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Job Satisfaction</th>
<th></th>
<th>Emotional Exhaustion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effect</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path B (Prospection --&gt; DV)</td>
<td>.336</td>
<td>.189</td>
<td>–.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path C (Total Effect)</td>
<td>.269</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>–.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path C’ (Direct Effect)</td>
<td>.232</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>–.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Indirect Effect</td>
<td><strong>.026</strong></td>
<td>.016</td>
<td><strong>.001, .09</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CI refers to the bias-corrected 95% confidence interval; effect refers to the effect estimate using 1,000 bootstrap samples; estimates with CIs that do not include zero are statistically significant and bolded.
### TABLE 5

**Study 3: Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-order Correlations for Key Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition <em>(1=treatment, 2=control)</em></td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commuting Time*</td>
<td>49.32</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Self-Control</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>-.28*</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Exhaustion</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.25*</td>
<td>-.59***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* *a* in minutes; ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05